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About This Content

The L-39 Albatros is a low-wing, high-performance jet aircraft that doubles as a trainer and light attack aircraft. The Albatros
was developed in Czechoslovakia in the 1 5d3b920ae0
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This plane is my first (other than the f-15) in DCS and I have to say I love it! The cockpit is fully clickable and the plane is very
simple to learn compared to other fully interactive cockpits. It serves me as a trainer which is what is designed to do. I
recommend it if you are just getting into DCS like me.. The tutorial is only available in Russian.. Albatros is the newest official
addon to DCS World and as usual it does not disappoint as far as depth, quality and graphics goes. Key feature for me here is
shared MP cockpit - you can do training on-line flight with your friend. Apart from that L-39 can do combat missions and devs
already added another variant of it with mounted gun. Yes, this module is expensive, but it is a very close replica of the real life
L-39, it comes with 200 pages of detailed manual, fully working on board systems and click-able cockpit. But what is most
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important - L-39 is a joy to fly and the ability to share the cockpit with friends makes it even better. Highly recommended for
serious flight sim enthusiast.. I must say they have done a nice job even if the plane is not yet full operational!! there are still
funny things happening., for example when you crash all sort of bushes and grass just enter the cockpit., Iguess these bugs will
be fixed soon., some tools are still missing for example why they have not implemented training ????, what about a campaign?
Ther manual guys!!! how can we learn how to use properly the jet if we do not have a manual ??? I am a pilot., so when I go to
rent a plane and get ready to start up I use a checklist!!! I do not think it would be a bed idea to implement it as well:). last.,
could you please inform us when you are ready for updates on the product? it would be nice to know it. Generally I really like it!
can't wait untill it will be fully functional., Going to fly a real L39 albatros soon in Plzen Czech Republic., can't wait to compare
it.!:). I now can reommend this product but must say that its only thanks to fellow gamer for explaining how to get 1.5.
dwonloaded. Perhaps some instruction with the product would be a help to others!!! My original post was. As you cant get
version DCS World 1.5 Open Beta on stream then its a waste of money and should not be sold yet on Steam. Best Game
Simulator EVER !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. We have the L-39 at the company where I fly.. The tutorial is only available in Russian.. It
gets a recommendation for the menu wallpaper and music alone, 2nd only to Normandy.. Edit: The L-39ZA has been released.
I've spent only a few hours in the Albatros so far, and I can already say this is a pretty great jet. Eagle Dynamics has done a
fantastic job recreating the L-39. It feels like a lot of care went into it even though it's a relatively simple trainer. The PFM
(Professional Flight Model) makes it fun to cruise around in. Combine that with the beautifully crafted model and sounds (both
interior and exterior) , and it's a nice and tidy package. Is it worth $43.00?u00a0u00a0u00a0u00a0u00a0u00a0u00a0u00a0 Well
it's in open beta, and multi-cockpit functionality isn't working fully yet. It's worth noting that the ZA (light-attack) variant will
be free and open to owners of the L-39 C , later in the beta. This will open up plenty more mission opportunities for it and make
it even more worthwhile. I would say if it intrigues you and you have the extra money, go for it. Otherwise, maybe hold off until
the L-39ZA is out. To me, it's worth it. Any negatives stem from how the actual aircraft performs, but that's just how it is in real
life :) It's a trainer, true to its name. Decide for yourself, check out some videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avQQW6wLWA
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